Did you know, HPL CEO Bridget Quinn-Carey is serving on Connecticut’s Complete Count Committee?

Hear Bridget Quinn-Carey explain how libraries will play a key role in a complete and accurate count for the 2020 U.S. Census.

EVENTS - MARCH 2019

10
Downtown
Join us at this Sunday’s Baby Grand Jazz Series LIVE in the CCC with performances by The Carl Bartlett, Jr. Quartet

Learn More

Week of 3.11
2 Library Locations
Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Coretta Scott King Book Awards with an exploration of picture book illustrations and making a community book!

Learn More

13
Albany Library
3-D Printer Exploration: Learn how a 3-D printer works by designing your own object and watching it print! Ages 13-19.

Learn More

YOUTH ACTIVITIES
TEEN PROGRAMS

ADULT PROGRAMS

I LOVE Hartford Public Library

Start off 2019 the right way
Your gifts make a difference in the lives of so many in our Hartford community!

Donate Now!

STATES OF INCARCERATION

On display next week in the Atrium of the Downtown Library – States of Incarceration – a national traveling multi-media exhibition.

March / April programming will focus on Stories of Incarceration.

LEARN MORE

FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Please click here for this week's E-News!

Connect with us on social media!

Please be sure to use the hashtag #iloveHPLCT